Capabilities
Technical Support, Maintenance & Repairs
Radio communications systems provide a vital link
to organisations and enterprises in the areas of
Service Delivery and Staff Health, Safety and
security. Regardless of whether you are an
Emergency Services Operation, a Mining Facility,
Warehouse,
Security,
Construction
or
a
Transportation & Logistics company, the need for
instant and reliable communications is vital.
Whilst operational needs can vary from a large
multi-site network covering a vast landscape and
hundreds, possibly thousands of terminals to a
small enterprise with a handful of terminals in a
warehouse facility, this does not diminish your need
for communications you can trust. And when things
go wrong, access to high quality and timely
technical support is a key to getting operations back
on track.
Regular maintenance & servicing is a proven
method to avoid critical loss to your
communications. Sometimes viewed as an unnecessary operating expense where the phrase “if
it isn’t broke don’t fix it” has been used; at AA Radio
we have found another phrase used often which
rings true; “prevention is better than cure”. This
point has never been argued by any organization
that has suffered the loss of a communications due
to lack of maintenance and regular servicing.
AA Radio specialises in providing all types of
maintenance & service to a huge variety of users
and a vast variety of communications systems.
As a specialist service and support provider for over
forty (40) years we have grown to the largest
independent supplier of radio communications
support services in Victoria with have facilities at
our head office workshop & warehouse in Vermont,
along with points of presence in Bendigo,
Shepparton and the Sunraysia region.

In addition to workshop support, AA Radio’s team
of field engineers and service technicians are able
to attend to on-site requirements ranging from base
site maintenance, console system support, portable
& mobile terminal repairs, vehicle systems and
installations into vehicles, buildings and specialized
craft.
Repairs, maintenance and installations can be
conducted at all metropolitan and regional locations
at customer sites.
In addition to these extensive capabilities AA Radio
can complement these services by offering 24/7
365-day support should your requirements demand
it.
AA Radio maintains many critical systems and
networks on this basis where quality of service is a
must.
With the capabilities of AA Radio, a desire to
provide excellence in service, a genuine care and
sense of pride in providing this service, you can
understand why AA Radio Services is the right
choice for all of your support and maintenance
needs.

VICTORIA - HEAD OFFICE
28 Trade Place, Vermont, 3133
Telephone: (03) 9264 8333 Fax: (03) 9264 8350

aaradio.com.au

REGIONAL SUPPORT
Gippsland * Bendigo * Shepparton * Sunraysia
Telephone: 1300 400 633

The Australian Radio
Communications Industry
Association (ARCIA) recognises AA
Radio as an ARCIA “Accredited
Professional” organisation.
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